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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
If the profit margin of an organization decreases, and all else
remains equal, which of the following describes how the "Funds
Needed" line in the graph below will shift?
A. The "Funds Needed" line will point downward with an extreme
slope.
B. The "Funds Needed" line will remain pointed upward, but will

become more steep.
C. The "Funds Needed" line will point downward with a minimal
slope.
D. The "Funds Needed" line will remain pointed upward, but will
become less steep.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which is the transport protocol and port number used in
VMware's implementation of VXLAN in NSX for vSphere?
A. TCP, port number 8472
B. TCP, port number 4789
C. UDP, port number 4789
D. UDP, port number 8472
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Composer Modeling Language is an object-oriented modeling
language that defines the domain model for a business network
definition. The modeling language is saved as a
__________ file.
A. .json
B. .txt
C. .go
D. .ico
E. .cto
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation
Composer Modeling Language is an object-oriented modeling
language that defines the domain model for a business network
definition. The modeling language is saved as a .cto file.
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